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Abstract. We prove the unique existence of solutions to some
mixed problem of hyperbolic parabolic coupled systems with Neu-
mann boundary condition, and we investigate how the constant in
the firstenergy estimate depends on the coefficientsof the opertors.
§1. Introduction.
Let Q be a domain in an n-dimensional Euclidean Rn, its boundary F being
a C°°and compact hypersurface. Let x=(xu ･･･,xn) and ^ denote a point of
i2n and a time, respectively; dt=d0=d/dt and dj―d/dxj (/=1, ･･･,m). In this
paper, we consider the following mixed problem;
(N)
where
JlH(t)iu-]=d2tuH-A2H(t, x, d)UH-AW, x, d)dtuH
-AyHP(t, x, d)UP=fH(f, x) in [0, T]X0,
JP(t)[u^ = A°P(t,x)dtuP-AP(t, x, d)uP-APH(t, x, d)uH
-APH(f, x, d)dtiiH=fP{t, x) in [0, T]X0,
RH{t)lu~] = ByH{t, x, d)uH+BHP(t, x)uP+B°H(t, x)dtuH
=gH(t, x) on [o, nxr,
BP{t)[_u-]= BP{t, x, d)uP+BPH{t, x, d)uH+BPH{t, x)dtuH
=gp(t, x) on [0, T^xT,
uH(0, x)=uHo(x), dtuH(Q, x)―uHl(x), uP(0, x)=uPo(x) in Q
A2H(J, x, d)vH=di(Aii(t, x)3jVH), A＼j{t,x, d)vH=A%(t, x)diVH,
Ahpit, x, d)vP=Atinit, x)dtvP, APH(t, x, d)vH=AlPjH(t, x)didivH,
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AP(t, x, d)vP=di(A}i{t, x)djVP)+AlP(t,x)dtVP,
APH(t, x, d)vH=AP°H{t, x)diVH,
Bh(t, x, d)vH=Vi(x)A)i(t, x)djVH, BPH{t, x, d)vH=BPH(t, x)dtvH,
BP(t, x, d)vP=Vi(x)APj(t, x)djVp+BP{t, x)vP,
T is a positive constant; uH, uP,vH and vP are real valued functions: w =
(uH, Up), uH=t(uH1, ･■･,uHmH), up=t(.uP1, ■■■,MFmp) ({M means the transpose of
M). The Vi(x)(2= 1, ･･･,n) are real valued functions in C (Rn) such that v(x)
―(Mi(.x),■･･,Vn(x)) represents the unit outer normal to F at xgT. The sum-
mation convention is understood such as the sub and superscripts i, j take all
values 1 to n. Let us introduce assumptions (A.1)-(A.4) which coefficientsof
the operators satisfy.
(A.I) Aft are mHXmH matrices, A＼]P are mHXmP matrices, AP, AP3 and A},
are m.pXmP matrices, AP3H and AlPH are mPXmH matrices, and the ele-
ments of these matrices are in -S°°([0,T~＼xQ). A% are mHXmH matrices
whose elements of these are in -$°°([―tc,T+^]Xi2). BHp is an mHXmP
matrix, BP is an mPXmP matrix, BPH and BpH are mPXmH matrices
whose elements of these are in .S°°([0,T^xF). B°H is an mHXmH
matrix whose elements of this are in ^°°([―k,T-＼-k]xF). And all ele-
ments of these matrices are real-valued.
$°°{G)denotes the set of functions in C°°(G)whose derivatives of any order
are all bounded in G. For any function space S, we denote a product space
SX ･･･XS by also S.
(A.2) 'AJi^Aii (E=H, P), 'Ap^Ap, MJ?=AJ?, '5^ = 5^.
(A.3) There exist positive constants c0,<50and 8X such that
A°P(t,x)^colmp;
for any uE^H＼Q), *e[0, 7], xzeQ (E=H, P).
HS(G) denotes the usual Sobolev space on G of order s with norm ||-||S,Gfor
s^R. Put |Hls,fi=IHIs and ||-|lo,fi=ll･II- We denote the usual inner product of
L＼Q)=H＼Q) by (,). Im is an mXm identity matrix.
(A.4) B°H(t,x)-＼vi(x)A$(t, x)^0 for any (t, x)e[-/c, T+tc^xF.
The purpose of this paper is to prove the unique existence of solutions of (N)
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and to investigate how the constant in the first energy inequality depends on
the coefficientsof the operators. Our proof of the existence theorem is almost
parallel to Shibata [6]. In §2, we state the basic notation and main results.
In §3, we refer to the result on some ellipticboundary value problem. In §4,
assuming that
(A.4') B°H(t,x)-jVi(x)A}Xt, x)^e for any (t, jc)e[O, T]xf, s>0,
instead of (A.4), we prove the existence theorem. In §§5and 6, reducing the
problem to the case where Q is a half space, and using the former result and
the estimate of Kreis-Sakamoto type, we derive an a priori estimate of original
problem, and then the existence theorem is obtained. The argument of §5 is
not needed when n ―1, so that we mention the case that n ―1 in §7.
§2. Notation and main results.
First of all,we explain our notation. We always assume that functions





If / is an intervalof R and G is a domain, we put
XL-M{J ; G)= H C＼J; HL+M~l(G));
1=0
ZL'"U',G)= CL{J ; HM-＼G))nLr＼C＼J ; HL+M-＼G)).
1= 0
Let G' be a set in Rk (k^>l) and X, Y represent points of Rk. For any integer
/^0 and <re(0, 1)
u|M,,,e.= S sup＼(dnu)(X)＼ a=(au-,ak)
＼a＼slJeG'
U＼<x,,l+<T,G'=＼U＼<X>,1,G'+ S SUP






We write | ･ |oo,i+ff./= I ･ L.t+^./xfl and <->oo,j+ff./= I ･ |o=,i+ff,/xr. Let us define the
space of solutions EL{J; $) by
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EL(J ; Q)={uH^XL'＼J ; Q)＼dt-lD'uHEiL＼J;H-v＼r))}
X{uP^ZL^KJ:Q)＼d^luPSEL＼J;H＼Q))}.
HS(F) is a Hilbert space equipped with the norm <(-))s=||-＼＼s.rfor s^R, and
put ≪･≫=≪･≫,.<,> denotes the usual inner product of L＼D-H＼D. When
n ―＼,((･>)≪stands for the absolute value |･| for any s&R. As the norm of












For the space of right members, for L>2 we put
RLU;Q)=＼f(t, x)&XL-^U;Q)＼d^f{t, x)eL2([0, T];L2(J2))} ;
RLU',n={g(Jt, x)^XL-^i＼J;D＼d^g{t, %)eL2([0, 7] ; ff≫'≪(r))}.
Let ft be a small positive number e(0, 1). For /=[0, T] and /=[―£, T+/c],
put
E=H,P i,j = i,j=l
+
it(＼A%＼aa.l,j+＼AtHP＼OBtl.1+＼AP＼ea.l.I+＼AP0H＼eo,l.I)










+ <BHp>-.2.i + <B0H>oa,2.j+<BP'>BO,i,I+J:<BiPH>a.,t.I
1=0
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Second of all, we shall explain the compatibility condition, which uHq, um,, uPo,
fE and gE (E=H, P) should satisfy in order that solutions to (N) exist. For a
moment, we assume that solutions u―{uH, uP) to (N) exist and that
(2.1) £=(2//, Zp)z=El([0, T] ; Q) for L^2 .
Put
(2.2) uHk=dktuH(0) (O^k^L), uPk=dktUP(0) (O^k^L-l),
which are represented in terms of initial data, right members fH, fp and their
derivatives. For example
2ff2=^(0, x, d)tim+AlH(Q, x, 5)w7Jl+^p(0, x, d)uPa+fH(0, x);
uP1 = A°P(0,x)~l {A2P(0, x, d)uP0 + APH(0, x, d)uH0+APH(0, x, d)uHl+fP{Q, x)},
and so on. It follows from (2.1) that
(2.3) uHk^HL-＼Q) O^k^L,
uPk^HL~k{Q) O^k^L-2, uPL_x<=L＼Q).
In view of the trace theorem to the boundary, the boundary condition in (N]
requires that
(2.4) dKB'rrit, x, d)uH+BHP{t, x)uP+B°H(t, x)dtuH)＼t^=dktgH(Qi) on T;
dkt(BP(t, x, d)uP+BPH(t, x, d)uH+B°PH(t, x)dtuH)＼t=0=dktgP(0) on T,
for O^k^L―2. Such conditions are also represented in terms of initial data:
right members fE, §e (E=H, P) and their derivatives. When (2.4) holds, wt
say that uH(s, uHl, uP0, fE and gE (E=H, P) satisfy the compatibility conditions
of order L―2.
Now wp shall sfflte nnr mnin resiilts.
Theorem 2.1. Let T>0. Assume that (A.1)-(A.4) are valid.
(1) // um<=H＼Q), uHl<=H＼Q), uP0^H＼Q), /£ei?2([0,7] ; Q) and gEtE
R＼[0, T] ; F), and if (2.3) and (2.4) are satisfiedfor L=2, then there existsa
unique solution u=(uH, Mp)e£2([(),T] ; Q) to (N).
(2) Assume that n^t2 and let pi he a small positive number e(0, 1). Then,
there existsa constant C = C(JM(l+fi), T)>0 such thatfor any fe[0, T] anrf mg
















(3) When n = l, the estimate (2.5) and (2.6) are valid with ≪=0
Theorem 2.2. Let T>0 and L be an integer ^3. Assume that (A.1)-(A.4)
are valid. If uHo(eHl(Q), uh^Hl~＼Q), uP0^Hl(Q), /Bei?L([0, T] ; Q) and
gE^RL([Q, T] ; F), and if (2.3) and (2.4) are satisfied,then there existsa unique
solution u=(uH> Mp)e£L([0, T] ; Q) to (N).
Remark. (1) We do not need the estimate (2.6) in this paper. But to
prove the existence theorem of nonlinear problem, (2.6)is needed, (cf. [4], [5]).
(2) By a suitable extension of the coefficientsof the operators with respect
to t, we know that the assumptions (A.1)-(A.4) are equivalent to the following
assumptions (a.l)-(a.5).
(a.l) A}} and Ah are mHXmH matrices, AHP are mHXmP matrices, AP, AP3
and AP are mPXmP matrices, AP°Hand AP}H are mPXmH matrices, and
the elements of these matrices in B^iRxQ). BHP and B°Hare mHXmH
matrices, BP is an mPXmP matrix, BPH and BPH are mPXmH matrices,
and the elements of these matrices are in B°°(Rxr);
(a.2) 'Ajj^Ag (E=H,P), lAfj=A^, lAP=AP, 'B^B^;
(a.3) there exist c0,<50and di such that
A°P(t,x)^colmp;
(Ah}(t, -)djUE,dM^diWiiBWl-doWM*
for any uE<=H＼Q) and t^R, x^Q, (E=H, P);
(a.4) B°H(t,x)-＼vi(x)A$(t, x)^0 for any (t, x)^RxT;
(a.5) if we write Ay'―(AlEj^),then there exists T0>0 such that A^=dtJdab
(E=H, P) and other functions vanish for ＼t＼>T0.
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§3. On an ellipticboundary value problem.
Our purpose in this section is to solve the following ellipticboundary value





-AUt, ･, d)uH-A＼IP(t, ■ d)uP+AHuH =fH(t) in Q
-AP(t, -,d)uP-APH{t, ■,d)uH+ApUP^fP(t)
Bh(t, ･, d)uH+BHP{t, .)HP=gH(t)




where XH and lP are constants determined below, and f H, /pGC°([0, T] ; L＼Q))
and gH, ?pgC°([0, T] ; Hll＼D). First we consider the following problem:
(3.2)
{ -AUt, -,d)ZH+Znun=f in Q
BMt, ･,d)uH=g on r.
Let us definethe bilinearform DH(t,･, ･) associatedwith (3.2)by
(3.3) DH(t, wH, vH)=(A%djWH, diV^+XniwH, vH) for wH, vh^HHQ).
By Schwarz's inequalityand (A.3), we have
(3.4)
(3.5)
＼DH(t, wH, vH)＼^C(XHt Jk(Q))＼＼wH＼＼i＼＼i>n＼＼i;
DH(t, wii, wh)^8i＼＼wh＼＼＼ as XH^d0.
By the Lax and Milgram theorem, we know that for any f<=L＼Q) and ge
Hl'＼D, thereexistsa unique solutionwH^H＼Q) of variationalequation:
(3.6) DH(t, wH, vH)=(f, vH)+<g, vH> for any vhgH＼Q).
To prove wH^H＼Q), straightening the boundary locally, we study the case
that Q=Rl, where /2?= {x^Rn＼xn>0} (cf. [6], §3). For any /i^O such that
hI is small, put
(3.7) [wH^h―{wH(y + hep)―wH(y)}/h where Sp=(0, ■■■,1 ･･･, 0)
for p=l, ■■■,n-1. By (3.5),
(3.8) DH(t, [_wH-]h, vH)^{＼＼f＼＼+{g))m+C{M{l))＼＼dlwH＼＼}＼＼dlvH＼＼Rn.
Here, we have used that WiwH^hWR^WwnWR^ Putting vh=-[wh]h in (3.8), by
(3.5) we have
(3.9) ＼＼d＼tvn^u＼＼Rl<C(M(X)X＼＼f＼＼+{g))ll2+ ＼＼dlwH＼＼),
which implies that dvwH^H＼Rl), p = l, ■■■,n ―1. Noting that A%n is non-
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singular and wH satisfies(3.2) in the distribution sense, we see dlivH^L＼Rl)
and we have
(3.10) WRn＼＼<C(M(X),*inh+Wim+＼＼RH＼＼x).
From (3.5) and (3.6),it follows that
(3.11) l|M>ff||i^C(JK(0))(||/||+≪g≫1/8)
By (3.10) and (3.11), we have
(3.12) I|mJ^II2^C(^(1))(||/||+ ≪^≫1/2).
Moreover, by integration by parts we see that wH is a strong solution to (3.2).
In particular,if we substitute fn(t) for / and gH(t) for g, there exists a uni-
que solution u°H<^H2(Q) to (3.2) satisfying the estimate:
(3.13) p°7/||2<:CX^(l)XII///a)ll+(^//(0))./2).
And if we substitute A＼jP{t,-,d)uP for / and ―BHP(t, ･)≫?for g, there exists
a unique solution un(uP)<=Hz(Q) to (3.2) satisfying the estimate:
(3.14) WuHiuplh^CiMDWph,
which implies that uH(uP) is a bounded [linearoperator of uP^H(Q) to uh(up)
(eH2(Q). Put uh=uqh + uh(up). uh is a solution to (3.1a) and (3.1c) for given
up^lH＼Q). Noting the above facts, we consider the following problem:
(3.15)
-AP{t, -,d)uP-A2PH(t, -,d)uH(uP)+XPup
=fp(t)+APH(t, -,dWH in i2,
BKt, -,d)ZP+BPH(t, ., d)uH(uP)=gP(t)-BpH(t, -,S)fl?7 on T
The associatedbilinearform is
(3.16) DP{t,uP, vP)=(AlPjdjUp>diVp^iAp^didjUHiup), vP)
―{ApdiUp,Vp)+(BpHdiUH(up), Vpy-Jr(BpUP>vP> .
From Schwartz'sinequalityand (3.14)it follows that
(3.17) ＼DP(t,up, vp)＼^CiJuaMuphWvph for any uP, vpseH＼Q);
(3.18) DP(t,up, Up^jWupWI for any UP<=H＼Q),
provided that kP is sufficientlyarge.
The Lax-Milgram theorem yields that there exists a unique uP^H＼Q) such
that
(3.19)
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DP(t, uP, vP)={fP{t), vp)+(ApjH{t)didJnoH>vP)
+ <gp(t),Vp)~(Mu{t)diUQH, dp) .
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Furthermore, employing the same argument as above, we see up<ElH＼Q) and
obtain
(3.20) ＼＼uP＼U^C(Ml))(＼＼fp(t)＼＼+ ((gp(ty))m+ ＼＼u0H＼U)-
Combining (3.13),(3.14) and (3.20), we have
(3.12) ＼＼uHh+＼＼uA^c(M{＼)) s di/s(on+≪^a)≫i/2)
u={uH> tip)is a unique solution to(3.1a)-(3.1d). Moreover, u=(uH, uP) depends
on time t, so that we write u = u(t,x)=u(t). By (3.21), we have
＼＼uH(t)-uH(nh+＼＼uP(t)-Mnh
^C{M{2)){ S (||A(0-/^/)ll + ^(0-^(≪')≫i/≪)
E=H,P
+ ＼t-t'＼{＼uH{t')h+ ＼＼up{t')h)＼.
Therefore, we see that uH and wPeC°([0, T] ; H'＼Q)). In the similar manner,
we can get the higher regularity of the solutions. Namely, we have following
theorem:
Theorem 3.1. Assume that(A.1)-(A.4) are valid
(1) For any /*eC°([0, T] ; L＼Q)) and ^eC°([0, T]; //^(F)) (£=#, P),
there exist constants Ah and 2P depending only on JM(0) such that (3.1) admits a
unique solution u=(un, Mp)gC°([0, T~];H＼Q)) satisfying (3.21).
(2) Let L and K be integers ^0. // /£gCk([0, T] ; H＼Q)) and gE^
COO, T~＼＼HL+l'＼r))(E=H, P), then u=(uH, mf)gCx([0, T1:Hl+＼Q)).
§4. An existence theorem under the assumption (A.4').
In this section, assuming that
(A.4') B°H(t,x)-＼vi{x)A^{t, x)^s for any (t, Jc)e=[O,T]Xf, s>0,
in stead of (A.4), we shall prove the existence theorem of (N). At first,we
calculate the energy estimate.
Lemma 4.1. Assume that (A.1)-(A.4) hold. For any uh(eX2'°([_O,T] ; Q)













+ <iB*(0[2(0], dtuH(t)y+<mp{t)lu(t)l uP(t)>
holds for £e[0, T], where A = B means that
(4.2) ＼A-B＼^C(M(l))(＼＼DluHm2H＼MtW+＼＼Mt)＼＼fdiuP(t)＼＼
+ ||513*(0IIII513f(0II).
Proof. If we calculate (^ff(0[2(0]+502ff, dtuH(t))and MP(0[w(0], 2p(0)
and combine the resulting formulas, we have (4.1). ■
Lemma 4.2. Assume that(A.1)-(A.2) hold. Let B(t, x)=B(t) is an mPXmH
matrix of functions in 5"([0, T]Xf). Let ≪ffGl2J([0, T]; Q) and wPe
Z1>1([0,T] ; Q). Then the following estimates are valid:
(4.3) KB(t)diUH{t), uAt)>＼
£C(JM(R), (r){＼＼uH{tWi+＼＼uP{tW+i^H{t)lu{t)32-m)
+ G＼＼uP(tW1+a{dtuH(t)y for any a>0;
(4.4) idiUH{t))).l!2^C{Mm{＼＼uH{t)h + {BH{t)[_u{t)l))-m
+ ((Mt)}-i/2+idtuH(t)))-m).
Proof. Put gn(t)=$H(t)[_u(t)']. Using the local coordinates, we can straigh-
ten the bouundary locally, so that it is sufficientto prove the lemma in the
case that Q=R+. Since Ah1 is invertible, we write on F:
(4.5) dnuH(t, x', Q>)=AnHn{t,x', Oy'i-gHit, x', 0)+BHP(t, x')uP{t,x', 0)
+ B°H(t,x>)dtuH(t,x',R)-^ AnHj(t,x',0)djuH(t, xf, 0)}.
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By (4.5) we can prove (4.3) and (4.4) easily. ■
Lemma 4.3. Assume that (A.1)-(A.4') are valid. For any T>0, the follow-
ing estimates hold: (E.I) there exist Ci ―Ci{3i{l), e) i―1, 2 such that
WluitWi^C.e^iWD'uHiOW+WMOW




for any ilfl6lM([0, T,] ; fl);2?GZu([0, 7＼]; 0) and for any 7^(0, T]
(E.2) there exist Ci=Ci(3l(l), e) *"=3, 4 smc/i^a?
ii5{M≪(oii2+pHa)0(t0)+ii^a)ii!(V
^ec3(t-£l){||9^7/ai)||2+j|5Hai)j|2an)+ ||2pai)||2Un)
+ C4 2 ＼＼＼＼JlE(to)til(s)W+i&E(tQ)WsWu*)ds}
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for any t^[_t1, U~], uH^X2'＼[tu U~＼; Q), uP^Zu＼[tu W] ; Q) and t0>tu £2ge[0, T]











£C(3i(D, e){ 2 (IM£ao)[w(s)]||2+((^£ao)[M(s)]≫f/2)
E=H,P
+ ＼＼dsuH(sW+＼＼uH(s)nu +^ ＼＼Ms)＼＼}≪0)}.
Combining (4.4) and (4.6) and integrating the resulting formula on [0, f＼,we
obtain (E.I) by Gronwall's inequality. And also (E.2) can be obtained from
(4.7). ■
Now, we shall prove
JlH{U)[u{t,x)]=fH(t, x), ^P{U)＼u(t, x)-]=fP{t, x) in ltu W]xQ,
(4.8) $H{U){_u(t, x)]=0, $P(t0)＼_u(t,*)]=0 onlu, W]XT,
uH(tu x)=uH0(x), dtuH(tu x)=uHi(x), uP(tu x)=uPQ(x) in Q.
Here and hereafter, t0,tx and t2are always any fixed times on [0, T] such that
tx<U. Let H＼Q)X L＼Q)X L＼Q) be Hilbert space with norm
(4.9) IcUW=＼＼uijA＼+＼＼uhA'>+＼＼upV
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for <U=(2ff0, uhu uP)EiH＼Q)XL＼Q)X L＼Q). Put
(4.10a) (V, cVUm^iAjkffljilHo, dtvm)+d0(um, vm)
+(unu vHl)+(A°P(t)up,vP);
(4.10b) ll^ll3f≪,=CU,^k(o = P//ol|}(o+ il"mll2+pp|llc≫ ,
where V=(um, uHl, uP), cv=(vHo, vH1, bP)^H＼Q)xL＼Q)XL＼Q). By (A.2) and
(A.3), we know that (, )mw is a bilinear form and
(4.11) min(l, 8lt co)＼＼W＼＼＼^＼＼V＼＼%U)£C(M(O))＼＼WW
for any cU^H＼Q)xL＼Q)xL＼Q), fe[0, T]. Let ^f(0 denote the Hilbert space
HHQ)XL2(Q)XL2(Q) equipped with inner product (,km. Put
(4.12a) JL(t)<U= A2H(t,-,d)um+AlH{t, ■,d)ilm + AiHP(t,■,d)ur
AA≫PYl{A$,{t, -,9)2/,+^^, ･, 3)2^ + ^^, ･, d)um＼
(4.12b)
r Bh(t, ･, d)uHo+BHP(t, ^Up+B^t, -)uHl ]
<B(t)cU=
_BP{t, ･, d)uP+BPH(t, ■,d)um + BPH{t, -)uH^
for HJ=H＼Q) X H＼Q) X H＼Q);
(4.12c) m)={cU^H＼Q)xH＼Q)XH＼Q)＼B{t)cU=^ on T.}
Lemma 4.4. Assume that (A.1)-(A.4') are valid. Then there existsa C =
C(M(D) such that
(4.13) ＼＼W-<A<t)V＼＼jcw^U-C)＼＼V＼＼jclt,




(14.4) 2(Jt(t)<V,VUm^CWVWjcu) for any V^3)(t),
where C = C(JK(1)), we can get (4.13) Immediately. Since .0(0^=0 on F, by
integration by parts we have
(Jl(t)HJ,Vhu^-^BMV-jViAflitMm, uH^-(AlPJ(t)djUP, dtuP)
+ C(a, Jka))＼＼cU＼＼jC(H+ <r＼＼&p＼＼i+ <rium))
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for any a>0. Here we have used the same idea as in Lemma 4.2 to estimate
the boundary terms. Therefore, by (A.3) and (A.4'),we have (4.14),which
completes the proof. ■
Lemma 4.5. Assume that (A.1)-(A.4') are valid. Then, there exists a C =
C{31{1), e) such that for any X>C, XI―J.(t) is a bijective map of £){t)onto M{t).
If we denote its inverse by (XI―J.(t))~l, then
(4.15) ＼W-Jl(t))-l<V＼Uwm-C)-l＼＼cU＼＼jcw
for any X>C, Ve^Dit).
Proof. In view of Lemma 4.4, it is sufficient to prove the bijectiveness.
Namely, for given cV=(vHo, vin, vP)^M{t) we shall prove the unique existence
of cu=(u//0, uH1, uP)^S){t) such that (XI―J.(t))cU=<=V. If we use the relation
of the first components: Xuno ―UHi=Vuo, we rewrite the relation of the second,
the third components and the condition that HJ^3){t) as follows:
(4.16) -A2H(t, ■,d)um-XAlH{t, -, d)um-A＼jP{t, -,d)uP+^uHo=fH(t) in Q,
-AP(t, -^yup+XApit, ^Up-Apnit, ^d^u^XApHit, -,d)um=fp(t) in Q,
BlH{t, ■,d)um + BHP(t, -)uP+XB%(t, -)um=gH{t) on F,





If we prove that there exists a constant C such that for any X>C the problem
(4.16) admits a unique solution (um, uP)<=H2(Q)xHXQ), then cu=(uH(), XuH0 ―




=fH{t)+AlHI{t, -,d)uP in Q,
BUt, ■,d)um+*B°H(t, ■)um=SH{t)-BjIP(t, -)uP on T
The associated bilinear form is
(4.18) DH(t, uH, Vj^iA^djUu, did^-KAMdiUu, vH)
+X＼uH, ≪//)+^<BJ/(0m//,vny for uu, vH(=H＼Q)
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By Schwaltz's inequality, (A.3) and (A.A'), we have
(4.19) ＼DH(t,ttH,vH)＼£C(X, MmWunUvuh;
(4.20) DH(t, uH, uH)^8MH＼＼＼-80＼＼uHf+Xe{uH)Y+X^uHr-XC{3i{l))＼＼uHr
^8l＼＼uH＼＼l+j＼＼nHr+Xe((uH)r^81＼＼uHri
for any large X. Therefore, employing the same arguments as in the proof of
Theorem 3.1, we see that there exist a unique solution u°H<=H＼Q) and a unique
solution uH(up)<=H%Q) such that
(4.17a.l)
＼
{ B＼j{t,･, d)uoH+XBoH(t)u°H=gH(t) on F,
[ -A*H(ff ^dtfH^-XAMt, ■,d)uH(uP)+X2uH(up)=A1HP(t, -,d)uP in Q,
(4.17a.2) {
[ BlH(t, -,d)uH{uP)+XB]J{t)uH{uP)=-BHP{t)uP on r.
In particular, uH(uP) is a bounded linear operator of tiP<=H＼Q) to uh(up)<El
H＼Q), and uH=u°H+uH(up) satisfies(4.17a). By (4.20) and (4.17a.2) we see
that there exists 1H(JM{1)) such that
(4.21) d.Wu^Upm+jX'WuHiupW+jiuniupW
^^＼＼up＼＼j+Y£{uPy for any X>XH{M{1)),
where C = C(JM(0)). Now, we consider the following:
-A$.(t, -,d)uP+AA°P(t)up-APH(t, ･, d)uH(uP)
-MPH(t, -,d)aH(Zp)=fp(jt)+Aj.H(t, -,d)u°H+MPH(t, -,dWH in Q
BP(t, -,d)tiP+BPH(;t, -,S)3≪(3p)+^^ffa, -)wff(MP)
=gP(t)-XB°PH(t, -Wn-BhuiS, -,d)u°H
The associated bilinear form is
(4.22) DP(t, uP, vP)=(AP＼t)djuP> diVpj-iAmdiUp, vP)+l{AP(t)up, Vp)
+(APjH(t)djuH(uP), diVpj+iidiA^it^dfuHiup), vP)
-XiA^^diUHiup), Vp^ViA&WdjUH&p), vp}+{Bp(t)uP, vP}
+ <BPH(t)diuH(up)Vp>+X(BPH(t)uH(uP), vP) .
In the same way as in Lemma 4.2, we have.
on F
(4.23)




From (4.22) and (4.23),it follows that
(4.24) ＼DP(t,iiP,vP)＼^C(X, 31(0), &)＼＼Zp＼＼i＼＼vp＼＼i
for any uP, vP^H＼Q). Furthermore, we see that there exist a constant C and
XP=Xp(3l(l)) such that
(4.25) Dpit, up, Up)^C＼＼uP＼＼l for any A>XP, uP^H＼Q).
Employing the same argument as before, we see that there exists a unique
solution uP^H＼Q) to (4.17b). Therefore, (w//+ W//(z/p),tip)is a unique solution
to (4.16),which completes the lemma. B
Lemma 4.6. Assume that (A.1)-(A.4') are valid. Then, g)(t) is dense in
M{t).
Proof. Since H°°(Q)is dense in H＼Q) and C^(Q) is dense in L＼Q), for
any <u=(uHn, uHl, uP)<=:M(t), there exist vlH0<E:H°°(Q),ulHl<=C {Q) and v1p(eC (Q)
such that
＼＼vlHo-um＼＼i+＼＼u!Hi― um＼＼+ ＼＼vlp―up＼＼―> 0 as /^oo .
vlffQand v＼> will be modified so that the boundary condition can be satisfied.
Let idho be a vector of function satisfying the following:
(4.26a) B Ut, x, d)wlH0=-B1H(t, x, d)vlHo, wlH0=0 on F
＼＼WlH0＼＼^l/l■
The existence of wlH^H°°(Q) is guarantee! by Lemma 3.8 of [6]. And let w＼>
be a vector of functions satisfying the following:
(4.26b) BKt, x, d)wlP=~BP(t, x, d)vlP-BPH(t, x, d)(vlH0+w1ho) on F,
ic;J,=O on r, ＼＼wlP＼＼^l/l.
The existence of wlP<^H°°(Q)is also guaranteed by Lemma 4.8 of [6]. If we
put HJ^iuno, v1hu u]p)where ulHO―vlHo+ wlHO and ulp=vlp+wlp, V1 satisfiesthat
^cUl―0 on F and ＼＼eVl―ciJ＼＼MU)~*^as /―>oo,which completes the proof of the
lemma. B
In view of Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6,an application of the Hille-Yoshida theorem
yields the following theorem;
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Theorem 4.7. Assume that (A.1)~(A.4/) are valid. Let t0,t0 and f2e[0, T]
such that ?!<f2. Then, for any HJ^SXfo) and <2(t)<BC°)＼tuf2]; ^f(f0))there exists
a unique HJ{t)(EC＼ltu f2]; ^(fo))nCo([f,, f2]; <3){t,))such that
(4.27) 5t<U(0=^(W(0+£F(0, HJ(t)<=£)(n) for any t<=[tu W]
at
cU(U)=Va.
If we put Vq^uho, uHu uPo) and 3(t)=(0, f H{t),/pit)), then the first and
the third components of CU(?)of Theorem 4.7 are solutions to (4.8). Summing
up, we have proved the following theorem.
Theorem 4.8. Assume that(A.1)-(A.4')are valid. Let
such that t,<t2. If uH0<eH＼Q), uHi(eH＼Q), uP0 eH＼Q)
L＼Q)) and
(4.28)
t0,t, and f2e[O, T]
JB, /,eC'([U,];
B＼j{U, ■,d)uHo + BnP(tQ, ')uP0+B°H(f0, ･)Hhi=O on F＼
BlP{U, ■,d)uP0 + BPH(t0, -, d)uP0+BPH{t0, -)iiHl=O on F
then there exists a unique solution u
to (4.8). ■
=(3ff, uP)t=Xs-XLt1} t2-]; J3)XZU([(1( W＼; Q)
Next, we shall get the estimate of the second energy.
Lemma 4.9. Assume that (A.1)-(A.4') are valid. For u ―{uH>uP)^
£2([0,T];Q), we put fE(t, x)=JlE(t)[u(t,x)] and gE(t, x)=<BE(t)lii(t,*)] (E =
H, P). If /Bei?2([0, T] ; Q) and gE^R＼[i), T] ; T) (E=H, P), then there exists







Lemma 4.10. Assume that (A.1)-(A.4') are valid. Let t0,tx and *e[0, T]
such that tl<t2. For u = (uH, uP)^Xi-＼[t1> *2]; Q)xZu＼[tu f2]; Q), we put
fE(t, x) = JlE(t0)[u(t,x)-] and gE(t, x) = SBE{U)[_u{t,x)~]{E - H, P). If /^G
R＼＼tuW＼; Q) and gB^R＼[tu t2~]; D (E=H, P), then
(4.30)






(＼＼dsfE(sW+((dsgE(s)yU2)ds} for any t(=£tlft]
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Proofs of Lemma 4.9 and 4.10. In the case that u=(uu, uP) is smooth
in t, differentiatingthe equations once with respect to t, applying (E.I) to the
resulting equations and using Theorem 3.1 to estimate the second derivatives
with respect to x, we have (4.29). To remove the smoothness assumption with
respect to t, we use the mollifierwith respect to t. (4.30) can be obtained by
use of (E.2) instead of (E.I) in the same manner. For details,see Lemmas 4.1
and 4.2 of [61. ■
By Theorem 4.8 and Lemma 4.10,we can prove an existencetheorem for
JlE(to)and SE{t(i)(E=H, P) with the inhomogeneous boundary condition.
Lemma 4.11. Assume that (A.1)-(A.4') are valid. t0,tx and f2e[O, T~＼such
that tx<U. If um<=H2(Q), um^H＼Q), uP0zeH2(Q), fE(ER＼[tu U~]; Q) and gE^
R2(Ui, hi ',F) (E=H, P), and they satisfy the compatibility condition of order 0
in the following sense:
(4.31) BlH(U, -,d)uHo+BHP(to, -Tupo+ BUto, -Wm^iitti, x) on T;
B&to, -,d)uPO+Bhi(to, ■,d)um+BPH(t0, ･)uHl=gP{tx, x) on F,
then there exists a unique solution u=(uu, uP)<=X2'°([tu£2]; Q)XZul([_tu t{]; Q)
to the equations:
(4.32) JlE(h)u[_(t,xy]=JE{t, x) in [tu UixQ (E=H, P),
$E{U)[_u{t,x)]=gE(t, x) on [tu UIXT (E=H, P),
uH(tu x)=uHo(x), dtuH(tu x)=uHl(x), Up(tu x)=uP0(x) in Q.
Proof. Since we know that (E.2) holds from Lemma 4.3, employing the
same argument as in Lemma 4.3 of [6], we can prove the lemma. ■
Lemma 4.12. Assume that (A.1)-(A.4') are valid. If /£ei?2([0, T] ; Q) and
gE(ER＼[Q, T] ; D (E=H, P) satisfy
(4.33) fE(0, x)=0 in Q, gE(0, *)=0 on T (E=H, P),
then there exists a unique solution u=(uH, uP)<=E2([0, T] ; Q) to (N) with zero
initialdata and right members fE and gE (E=H, P).
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Proof. Since we see that(E.I) and (E.2) are valid by
Lemma 4.11 and the method of Cauchy's polygonal line,
lemma in the same manner as in Lemma 4.4 of [61. ■
Lemma 4.3,using
we can prove the
Using Lemmas 4.9 and 4.12,we can complete the existencetheorem under
the additionalcondition(A.40.
Theorem 4.13. Assume that (A.1)-(A.4') are valid. If um<=H＼Q), iiHlG
H＼Q), uPa^H＼Q), fE<ERXi0, T] ; Q) and gE^R＼＼i), T] ; Q), and if they satisfy
compatibility condition of order 0, i.e.
(4.34) Bh(0, -,d)um+BHP(0, -)wpo+5?/(0, -)uHl=gH(0) on T;
BXO, ■,d)uP0+BPH(Q, -,d)um+B°PH(0, -)uHl=gP(0) on F,
then (N) admits a unique solution u=(uH, uP)<^E2([0, T] ; Q).
Proof. Since the uniqueness follows from (E.I), we have only to prove
the existence. First, assuming that
(*) um, um, upo(eH"(Q), ]n, /peC°°([Q, T] ･ H°°(Q)).
Put uEl = ＼uElu ■■■,uElmE) for 0^l^kE(E=H, P), where £;/=2and kP=L By
u'Elawe denote the extension of uEla from Q to Rn. We put
0Ea(t, x)=
where am and bmi are chosen in such a way that l£kJLi(V― lam)hbmi=8hi for
0^/i, l^kE. Obviously, dfUEa(0, x)=u'Eha(x) for 0 ^ h £ kE, and £/*,ge
C%R;//%≪")) (E=H,P). Put U=(UH, UP), OH = l(UH1, -, UHma), UP =
KUpi, ■■■,UPmp). Let v=(vh, Vp)^E＼[_0, T] ; i2) be a solution to the following
problem:
(4.35) JLH(t)[v^=fH-JlH(.t)lO-], Jlp(t)tv^fp-JlP(tXU-] in[0, T]xi2,
<BH{t)m=gH-<BH{t)[_lJ-], <SP(t)＼_v-＼=gp-$p(t)＼_U~lon [0, T]xT,
yH(0, x)=dtVH(0, x)=0, VpiO, x)=0 in Q.
By the definitions of ilm, uPl, U and (4.34), /jj-Jl£(-)[tf]eC0([0, T] ; L2(^)),
5£(/£-^(-)[^/]) e L2([0, T] ; L2(^)), #£-^(.)[f7] e C°([0,T] ;i/1/2(D) and
3t(^-^£(-)[^])eL2([0, T^;L＼D) (E=H, P) and (4.33) is satisfied. There-
fore the existence of the solution v is guaranteed by Lemma 4.12. If we put
u=v-＼-U, then u is in £2([0,T] ; i2) and a solution to (N) with initial data uHo,
uhu uPo and right members fE and gE (E=H, P). Employing the same argu-
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ment as in Theorem 4.5 of [6], and using Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 4.9,we
can remove the additionalassumption (*), which completes the proof of the
theorem. ■
Theorem 4.14. Let L be an integer L^3. Assume that (A.1)-(A.4') are
valid. If um^HL{Q), uHl^HL-l(Q), upogHl(Q), fE^RL([_0, T] ; 0) and gE(E
RL([Q, T] ; f), and if (2.3) and (2.4) are satisfied,then the problem (N) admits
a unique solution u―{uH, Mp)g£l([0, T] ; Q).
Proof. We can prove this theorem in the same manner as in Ikawa [[2],
p. 364-367] or [[1], p. 604-607], so that we may omit the proof. ■
§5. A priori estimate in half-space.
From now to§6, we assume that n^2. Our purpose in this section is to
derive some a priori estimate for the following problem:
(5.1) 2h[_X＼=Jh, 5>p[m]=/p in RXRI
Qff[2]=£/r, QpW=gP on RxR%,
where Rl={x^Rn＼xn>0} ; R^={x^Rn＼xn=0} ;
2>fl[2]= -0?2ff+/W#(f, x)DkuH)+Pfj{t, x)DjDtuH-iPjHP{t, x)DjuP;
£BP[_u^=iPP(t,x)DtuP+Dj(PPk(t, x)DkuP)-iPp(t, x)DjuP
+PpkH(t, x)DjDkuH+Pp°H(t, x)DjDtuH;
Qnlu^-iPlKt, x)DkuH+QHP{t, x')up+iQ0H(t, x')DtuH;
QP[_u-]= -iPZ＼t, x)DkuP+iQpH{t, x')DtuH+iQPH{t, x')Dji1h;
i^V^l, Dt = -id/dt, Dj=-id/dxJt x'=(xu ■■■,xn_x).
From now, the functions in general are assumed to be complex-valued and
D1u=(Dtu, Dxu, ■･■,Dnu). Let j be an any real number 2>1, and q and r be
integers e[l, n ―Y＼. For any integer L^O, s^R, scalar functions, u, v and
vector valued functions u, v, put





l(uu -, ump)＼uttEC°(R;H＼R?)), 3tM≪eL?0C(/2x/2?),
＼d2u＼i?+＼dtu＼lr<M J
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<D/>sw(x/) = (2^)-(n-1)( e^'U+IST)*'8^')^' ,










{U, V)r= S (Ua, Va)r, <U, V~)r― S <Ua, Va
a = ＼ a = l
>r,
||2||8=f ＼u＼Hx, 'u(x'y = u(x',O), 'u'^Cu,', ■■■,'um')
B(D= 2 S ＼P1iUl.R*R≫+＼Pr＼-.LR*Rl+ S ＼P%＼≪>.l.RxRl
+ s(m°u,^K^+iPi/pU,^x≪ +iP^u,^x≪"+!P&ic≫.;,iJx^)
+ IQi/pU,z,ft≪+|Q?/|co,J,JRn+ S IQ^nU.i.xn for 1 = 0, 1;
i =0
B(l + ft)= S S (＼P%U1 +r.nxBZ+＼PJpk＼-.l.R≫R≫+＼Pi>kH＼-.l.R*R≫)
r E=H.P j.k =l + +
+ S(!JP^U,1+,u,≪x≪≪+|Pi/pU,1,/Jx≪'j+!P^U,1./fx^+ino//U,1,≪x<)
j-l
+ l^pU,i,iJxft + ＼Qhp＼~,l,Rn+ l^?//|oo,i,Rn+ S ! Qptf L, l./jn
for Q<fi<l.
Throughout this section, we assume that:
(A.5.1) Pjiland P# are 7nHXmir matrices, PJHP are mHXmP matrices, PP, PPk
and PP are mPXmP matrices, P3pkHand PP°Hare mPXmH matrices and
the elements of these matrices are real valued functions in £}°°(RxR+).
Qhp is an mHXmP matrix, B°His an mHXmH matrix, QPII and QPH
are mPXmH matrices, and the elements of these matrices are real-
valued functions in $°°{Rn);
(A.5.2) lPJFk=Pkji(E=H, P), £P^=P^°, lPP=PP, %Q*h=Q1i;
(A.5.3) there exist positive constants d0, dx and d2 such that
(A.5.4)




for any uE^H＼Rn+), t<=R, x^El (E=H, P);
QhU, x')+ynU xf, 0)^0 for any (t, x')<=Rn
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(A.5.5) Pj£i(t,x)=djkdab {E―E, P), PnH＼t,x) is a positive constant matrix and
other matrices vanish for ＼t＼>T0 with some T0>0.
At first,we get the following Green's formula.






= <'DtuHyr+('PnHnDnuH', 'DnuH'yr-((P<%DruH<} 'DquH')r
-<'P%DqZB', 'DtuH'>r
+2r＼(DtuH, DnuH)r+(DnuH, DtuH)r-{P<$DquH, DnuH)r) ;
-i{(2Hl*], DtuH)r-(DtuH, 5>#[2]M
~2r{＼DtuH＼lr+(PiWkUH, DfuHW+WQ^ + 'PTYDtUH', 'DtuH')7
-iK'DtuH', 'Qjy[ai'>r-<'0^[5]<, 'DtuH'>r
+ (QHpUp, 'DtUn'^r ―i'DtUn', Qhp'up')?}
(5>j≫[£],uP)r+(uP, <?p[w])r
^2r(P°PuP, Up)r+2(PpjDjUp, DkuP)r
+ <'uP', 'Qp[2]'>r-<G/.[2]', 'Mp'X
+i{<QPH'DtuH', 'uP'＼+('uP', Q°PH'DtuH<yr
+ <,QPH'DjUH', 'uP')r+C%p', QpH'DjuH'}r
+ <'PrHDnuH', 'uP<yr+('uP＼ 'P^DnuH'＼
＼/< DnO f) i) ' if. <＼ ＼/<fi ' 'pno n ,1 ≪＼1~r＼ iPHL>tuH , UP)r- -＼UP, rPf{lJtUH ?r＼
>
where in (5.2) and (5.3), A = B means that
＼A-B＼SC(B(l)){＼uH＼lr+＼uH＼ur＼dluP＼<s,r)
and in (5.4). A^-B means that
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＼A-B＼<C(B(l)){＼Zp＼lr+＼d1Zp＼o.r＼*p＼o.r+＼ZH＼1.r＼d1Zp＼o.r}-
Proof. By the integration by parts, we get
(5.5a) (Dtu, v)r=―2iy(u, v)r+(u, Dtv)r;
(5.5b) (Dnu, v)r=i<u, v>r+(u, Dnv)r ;
(5.5c) {Dqu, v)r―{u, Dqv)r.
Using (5.5) and (A.5.2), we can obtain (5.2), (5.3) and (5.4). ■
Lemma 5.2. Assume that (A.5.1)-(A.5.4) are valid. Then, the following
estimates are valid.
(1) There exists a /o^l depending only on d0, du d2 and B(l) such that
(5.6) r(＼*H＼lr+＼Zp＼lr)+＼dlZp＼lr
^C{r1l^ff[M]lo,r+r1|S>p[M]l?.r+<<<2p[w]'>i1/2.r
+ ＼<'QhW, 'DtuH'＼＼ + ＼(QHP'uP', 'DttiH'>r＼
+ ＼<Q°PH'DttiH','up')r＼+ ＼<QPH<DjUH<, <2V>rl
+ ＼<'P^DnuH', 'uP<>r＼+ ＼('P£oHDtuH<, <uP'}r＼}
for any j^y0 and u<=M2rXM＼-1, where C = C(BQ.)).











Noting that e~Zrt= ―{2y)~1{d/dt)e~zrt, by integration by parts we have
(5.9) ＼uH＼tir^r'1＼DtuI{＼o,r'
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Applying (5.9) to (5.8),we have (5.6).
(2) Noting that ＼<'PjfDrUH','DquH')r＼^ C(ff(O))<'£>,z2*'>jjl7.and that
K'Pg/W, 'DtuH')r＼^C(B(0)K'DquH'yo,r<,'DtuH'}o,r, we can obtain (5.7) from
(5.2). ■
Theorem 5.3. Assume that(A.5.1)-(A.5.4)are valid. Letjo^l be the same




for any y^To and mgIvXI!'1.
Proof. Regarding xn as a parameter, we use weighted pseudo- differential
operators. Let a; be a small number determined later, and choose (po(<r,T,£0
and tp^a, y,£/)eC0O(i2re+1―{0,0, 0}) (we will consider the case of y^j^l) so
that 0^(p0, <pi^l, (po+(pi=-l and
(5.11) supped {{a, y, r)|2*2(<x2+m If!2} ;
supped {(<r,y, r)U2(tf2+mif I2}-
Let @0 and 0X be weighted pseudo-differential operators with symbols tp0and
(pi respectively. Namely
={27t)-n＼ei{x'i>+s'a-i^iPl{a,j, ?Ma-iy, f, xn)dod? 1=0, 1.
Let A＼ be weighted pseudo-differential operator with symbol (≪72-h7'2-|-|
<^'
12)s''2.
Put 0i2=*(0i2i, ■■■,Rium), 1=0, 1. We shall estimate <'D1uH')_1/2iT. At first,
we shall consider <D1^0Mi?>0,r. Since Pf/1 is non-singular as follows from
(A.5.3), we have
(5.12) PnL^oU^PW'^oiPTr^Hm+Fo in RxRn+,
where
F0 = PnHntR0, (PnHnr1WZtUH-PWll<Po, (PnHnrKPnHq + P%n)WnDqUH
-nn[0o, (Pwir1PqHr']DqDruIi-pwiL0o, (PWY'PtiWjUH
-pnHniRo, (Pwr'PQiDjDtiiH+iPFWo, {PnHnrlPjHp]DjuP,
and ＼A, B~] means a commutator of A and B, i.e. [A B~＼u= A(Bu)―B(Au).
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For 1=0, 1,■･-,n-1,
where D0=Dt and Bg$c"(BxR+). Since the order of $0 is zero, by Theorem




Applying (5.7) to (5.12) and noting that there exists a d>0 such that Pffv-v




From (5.11)it follows that
(5.16) <Dq<PouH>ir^CicXDt0QuH>ir for q=l, ■■■,n-1.
Substituting(5.16)into(5.15)and choosing£>Q so small, we have
(5.17) <D^,uHyir^C{fi, B{l+ti)){r1＼2Hm＼lr+rl＼&Zr＼lr+r＼*n＼＼.r).



















^C{K)＼ DnU H＼o,r＼Ar'DlU jAo.y
A?D iuH＼o,r^C{r-x＼c-BHLu~}＼o,r+＼uH＼i,r + rl＼dlUp＼o,r}
where C = C(fi{＼)).
znUH=(PWir1{^Hlu^ + D2tuH-PqHrD0DruH-(P^+PW)D0DnnIi
-(DjP&DuZH-PQDjD&H+iP'HrDfip) ;
[A^ADtuU.^ i ^ 1£lG4w)|o,r+ I Af＼DtA)u |0,r
^CI^U.LBxanlMlo.r for any i4e^°°(/2xi2?);
/4rM|o,r^C]'~1|Mio,r for any weighted p. d. o. ^4r of order ―1,
we can get (5.21) immediately. Applying (5.21) to (5.20), we have
(5.22) <'Dn01uH'}lU2,r^C(K,B(i)){＼uH＼lr+r2＼&Hlu']＼lr+r2＼d1Up＼lr}-
From (5.18), (5.19) and (5.22) it follows that
(5.23) <'D101uH<)lll2,r^C(K,Ba)){＼uH＼lr+r2＼^HLu^＼lr+r'2＼d1Up＼lr}.
By (5.17) and (5.23) we have
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(5.24) <'Z)12//'>_1/2.^C{r|MHlf.r+r1l5>≫[2]l§.r+r1l312p|?.r},
which together with (5.6)implies(5.10). ■
By using Theorem 5.3,we shallget the energy estimate of the same type




Let ee[0, 1] and put
f £P≫(0[2]-2ea≫3 tuH if E=H
if E=P,
P&08(0=/W)+2e/ P^(t)=P<$(t), g=l, -,n-l
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Hereafter, we assume that all functions are real-valued, and we use the nota-
tion D1u=(dtu, diU, ■■･,dnu) again.
Lemma 5.4. Let T>0. Assume that (A.5.1)-(A.5.5) are valid and that 0<
6^1. Then, for any mgCm([0, T] ; H＼RD) such that dktu(0,x)=0 in R$ for








+<≪3H(s)[2(s)]≫f/a+≪(?p(s)[2(s)]≫£1/2}rfs for any O£t£T,
where C is a constant independent of s.
Proof. Let U be any time in TO, T] and fixed. Put
?e(s, x)
gsis, x)
s)[u(s, x)~＼ for 0<s^to,
for s<0,
)[w(s, x)~] for 0£s£to,
for s<0 (E=H, P)
We known that fE^C＼(-oo, *0]; L＼Rn+)) and gE^C＼{- , W] ; Hll2(Rn0))(E=
H, P). Choose a0, ax, b0 and bx such that bo(―ao)kJrb1(―a^ ―l for k=0, 1.
(i.e. ao=l, ai=2, 60=3, ^=―2). If we put
f
/*(?, x) for f^^,
(5.26a) F£(f,x)=＼
{ Si=o bifE(to―ai(t―to),x) for ^>^0,
f ^(?, x) for fr^o,
(5.26b) G£a, x)=]
I 2U btgEiU-ati-U), x) for ^f0 (£=//, P),
we know that
(5.27a) F£e C1^; L＼Rl+)), GE(E C＼R; Hl'＼R%)) {E=H, P);
(5.27b) Fsft x)=gE{t)[u{t, x)~], GE(t, x)=QE(t)[u(t, x)] for O£t^to;
(5.27c) F^, x)=0, Gs(t, x)=0 (E=H, P) for t^Q, or ^2f0.
Let v=(vh, tJp)eX2l0([0,oo);IJ^xZ^^CO, co);ij≫)be a solution to the following
problem:
(5.28a) 2'H(t)[v-]=FH, 3>P(t)[v^=FH in [0, ≪>)xl2?,
(5.28b) Qff(0[i']=Gz,, Gp(0Cy]-Gp on [0, oo)xi2S,
(5.28c)
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vH(0, x)=dtVn(0, x)=0, vP(0, x)=0 in /2?
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In view of (5.27c),(5.28) satisfiesthe compatibility condition of order 0. If s>0,
then the assumptions of§4 ((A.1)-(A.4'))are satisfied. Therefore, the existence
of v is guaranteed by Theorem 4.13. Put v＼t,x)=v{t, x) for t^O and =0 t<Q.
Since we know that d2tvH(0,x)=0, dtvP(0, x)=0 from (5.27c) and (5.28c), v°H^









Multiply (5.29a) and v°Hby dtvou,and (5.29b) by vP. Integrating the resulting
formula, by Gronwall's inequality we have
(5.30a) WD^HdW^expit-T^WD^HiT^W2 lot t>Tx;
(5.30b) ||W)||^exp (t-TJWv^TiW for t>T, .
Differentiating(5.29) with respect to t, we have
(5.31a) WdtV^m^exvQ-TdWdtvWTW for t>Tx;
(5.31b) lia^Wll^expa-TOIia^TO!!2 for t>Tx.
From the properties of Laplacian, we have
(5.32) P?/a)ii2^c{iia?^(oii+ii9^(Oiii+ii^a)ii},




for any t>Tu Therefore, for any ?>1, we see that y°e^'2(i?XJR?)X^1(JKXi2?).
From (5.27c) and (5.28a),it follows that 5W]=F.e in 12x12?, QE[vol = GE on
RXRI (E=H, P). By Theorem 5.3, we obtain
(5.34) r(|y//l2,r+l^!o,r)+|a1^|g,r+<<JD1t)?/>£1/2,r
^{r1＼FH＼lr+r1＼FP＼lr+<GIIy2m,r+<GP}l1/2.r},















By (5.27b) and the uniqueness of solutions, we see that v%(t,x)―uE(t, x) for
O£t£to(E―H, P). Therefore, the lemma follows from (5.34). ■
To get the same estimate as in Lemma 5.4 for any il = {uH, uP) <e
X2'°([0,T3;fi?)xZu([0, T];/2?) such that m7/(0,x)=5£wff(0,x)=0, mp(0, x)=0
in Rl. we need the anoroximation of u :
Lemma 5.5. Let u = (uH, uP)^X2-＼＼jd,T];fl?)XZu([O, T] ; Rl) be a pair
such that uH(0, x)=dtuH(Q, x)―0, uP(0, x)―Q in /??. Then, there exist uk =
{ukH, ^)eC°°([O, T~＼;H＼RD) fe= l, 2, ･･･ satisfying the following properties;
(a) dluk(O, x)=0 for any k^l and 1^0;
(b) ＼＼D＼ukH{t)-uH{t))＼＼―>0as ^^oo, for any fe[0, T] ;








Proof. In the same manner as in Lemma 6.7 of [6], we can construct uk,
so that we may omit the proof, m
Theorem 5.6. Assume that (A.5.1)-(A.5.5) are valid and that(Ke^l. Then
for any 2=(2H) S?)6P>0([0, T] ; ≪?)XZU([O, T] ; fi?) such that uH(Q, x) =
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for any pair u = (uH, if)Gl"([0, T];/??)XZM([O, T~＼;RX) satisfying m/7(0,jc)
=3*2^(0, x)=0, uP(0, x)=-0 in i?J. Since the constant C in (5.36) is independent
of s, letting s | 0, we have that (5.36) is also valid for £=0. Calculating
(£PeHlu(t)^+ d2iiH(t),dtuH(f)) and (£BP[u(t)1,uP(t)) and combining the resulting
formulas, we have
(5.37) ldtuH(tW+UH{t)＼＼＼+＼＼up{tW




where C = C(JH(1)) (O^e^l). Combining (5.36) and (5.37), we obtain (5.35). ■
Considering the adjoint problem, we can get the estimate in the case of
non-zero initial data. At first, the following Green's formula is got.
Lemma 5.7. Assume that (A.5.1)-(A.5.4) are valid. For any pair u = (uH, uP)


























Q%{t)imi = - PP(t)dMt)- Q°Mt)dtvH ;
Q%p(t, x)=i-tppH-t(QPH(PwtrlQ°H)--t(PnHn(PnHnriQoHmt, %＼
WpHKt, X)―1_―rffp― WhpM> x)
and mhoro Ac^lR monns
(/ft _, ＼l/2 /f£ ＼l/2/ft ＼l/2
+(j/G//Cw]))?/2^s)1/}x{([||D1ti//||2ds)1/2+([||^||?Js)1/2}
Proof. Noting that P&*3*2#=Cff[2] ―QHpUp-Q^dtUn and -P£kdkuP=
Qp[u^ ―QPHdtUH―Qi,HdjUji on F, we can obtain (5.38) by integration by parts.
m
Theorem 5.8. Assume that (A.5.1)-(A.5.5) are valid and T>0. Then, for







for f =[0, T] and O^e^l.
ct
Proof. To estimate I {dtuH(s))ii/2ds, we solve the problem for 9?^f, &$,
Jo
Qp and Q% from f=^0 to 0. Namely for any £//(0eCS([0, ?o]Xi2S), ^0e[0, T]
and 0<e^l, we solve
(5.40) &%'(t)[i)(t)]=O, 3>Kt)lv(m=0 in [0, to^XRn0)
Qf/(t)[_v(t)1=gH(t), Q36(OC≪(O]=O on [0, fo]X/2S,
w≫(0=3tt'ff(?o)=0, ≪p0o)=O in i2?.
Since gn(to) = O on ft?, the compatibility condition of order 0 is satisfied at £=£0,
i.e.
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Q&e(O[tfa)]|{=to=£/K*o)=o, QKt)ivm＼t=t0=o on r.
Therefore, if we put w(t) = v(to―t), we can rewrite (5.40a) as follows:
(5.40b) <?£s[mK0]=0, i?&f)[M;(f)]=O [0, fo]X/2?,
Qf/(O[w(O]=^//ao-O, £$a)[uW)]=0 on [0, fo]X/2?,








(5.40) satisfies the compatibility condition order 0 at t=0, i.e.
2&'(0[ic;(0] I t=o=g/r(*o)=0, <3K*)[≪KO]U=o=O on T.
From the fact that
(54.1) (Q0H+PT)(t0-t)+j(-PT(h-t))^e
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and so on, (A.5.1)-(A.5.5) are valid for (5.40b). Assume that s>0, then (A.I)-
(A.4') are valid. Therefore, by Theorem 4.13 there exists a solution i0=
{wH, j(iP)Gl"XZu([0, to];Rl) to (5.40b) for any |flGC;([0, tolXR71'1) and
£>0. Moreover, by Theorem 5.6 there exists a constant C ―C(B(l+pt))>0
















Since t0is arbitrary, we can replace t0 with t in (5.44). Substituting the solu-











for 0<f^T and £>0, where the constant C is independent of e. Since
mO,QxRn-1) is dense in L2([0, f]; HllXRn~1)), since L2([0, f]; //^CR""1))



















On the other hand, calculating (&H(t)[u(t)^ + d2uH, dtuH(t)) and (&P(t)[_u{t)~＼,uP(t))
and combining, for O^s^l we have
(5.47)
^^r{＼＼dsuH{sW+{P^{s)dkuH{s)djuH{s))+dz＼＼uH{sW
+ (P°P(s)uP(s), Ms))} + j IIMs) III
^C(5(l))(||5≫J,[2]||8+||a≫i≫[2]||8+≪0^[2]≫f/2+≪ei≫[S]≫£i/8
+ ＼＼D1uH(sW+＼＼MsW+01uH(s)))iu2)-
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Integrating (5.47) from 0 to t, and combining the resulting formula and (5.46),
by Gronwall's inequality we have (5.39) for R<t^T and 0<sfSl. When £=0,
obviously (5.39) is valid. Since the constant C isindependent of s, letting e| 0,
(5.39) is also valid, which completes the proof of the theorem.
§6. A proof of Theorem 2.1 and 2.2.
In this section, we consider the case that n^2, too. Let us introduce the
following notation:
1=1
Ap(t) = Am-2evi(x)Imn, A＼}(t,x, d)dtuH=A}r(t)didtuII.
When we replace
<Jn(t)
with JleH(t)in problem (N), we call the problem (N)£.
Using the local coordinate system, we can reduce the problem (N)£to the case
that Q=Rl, so that applying Theorem 5.8, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 6.1. Assume that(A.1)-(A.4) are valid. Then, there existsa con-
stant C = C(M(l+{i), r, T) such that






=@H, up)&X2-＼l0, T] ; fl)XZM([O, T] ;i2) and O^s^l
Next theorem is concerning the higher order estimate.
Theorem 6.2. Assume that(A.1)-(A.4) are valid. Let L be an integer ^2.
For u=(uH, up)(eEl([0, T] ; £), we put fE(t, x)=JlE{t)[u(t,x)~]and gE(t, x)―
<BE{t)[u{t,x)-](E=H, P). If fE^RL(LO, n;Q) and gE^RL(L0, T] ; T) (E =













Proof. In the case that L=2, employing the same argument of the proof
of Lemma 4.9, we have (6.2) by use of (6.1) instead of (E.I). In the case that
L>3, we can prove (6.2) by induction on L. m
Now, we shall prove the existence of solutions ts (N) by using the existence
theorem for (N)£ with £>0 which was obtained in §4 and the high order esti-
mate of Theorem 6.2. To this end, at first we give an approximation for
initial data and right members of (N). Such approximation was given by
Ikawa [3].
Lemma 6.3. Assume that uIU<=H2{Q), uin^H＼Q), uPo<=H2(Q) and fE^
R＼[Q, T];fi), gE(ER＼[_0, T^;Q) (E=H, P), and that they satisfy the compati-
bility condition of order 0 of (N), i. e.
(6.3) BlH(0, x, d)um+B°H(0, x)um + B°HP(0, x)uPa=gH(0, x) on T;
BP(0, x, d)uP,-＼-BPH{<d, x, d)iim+BPH(0, x)uHl=gP{<d, x) on T.
Then, there exist ukH0, ukHl^H~(Q), uPo^H-{Q), fkH, /^eC°°([0, T] ; H°°(Q))and
§h, gp^C*([0, T~＼; H°°(r)) satisfying the compatibility condition of order 1 of
(6.4(0))
(6.4(1))
BUO, x, dWm+B°H(O, xWH1 + B°HP(O, x)ukPO=gkn(O, x) on F
BP(6, x, d)tikPo+B0PH(0, x)tikH1+ BPH{<d, x, d)ukHo^gkp(O, x) on F
Bh(O, x, d)ukH1 + B°H(O, x)u*H2+B°HA0, x)uP1 + B^(O, x, d)ukHO
+ B^(0, x)ukH1 + B^(O, x)ukP1=dtgkH(O, x) on F,
BP(0, x, d)ukP1+ BPH(O, x)ukH2+BPH(0, x, d)ukHl+ BP%(0, x)ukH1
+ m(1)(0, x, d)uP0+B%＼0, x, d)tiU=dtgP(O, x) on F,
where B"'(0, x, d)u(x)=d＼[B(t, x, d)2(jt)]|t=0 and
(6.5) ZkHi=h(O, x) + A%(0, x, 3)2^o+^(0, x, d)ukH1
+^}/P(0, x, d)ukP^H＼Q);
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＼＼ukH0~uHo＼＼22+＼＼ukH1-umWl+Wu^-u po＼＼t
+ s




―> 0 as k^ co .
Proof. We can choose vkH0,vkHU vP0 e H°°{Q), hkH, hP e C°°([0,T] ; //~(£))
and |&, ^eC°°([0, T] ; //°°(D) such that vkH0-*um and *)f>^P0 in H＼Q), t^―
uH1 in //x(0), hE-≫JE in i?2([0, T] ; Q) and g&^g* in i?2([0, T] ; D (£=i/, P)
as £-*oo. Let wj/o and w%<^H°°(Q) be solutions to the equations:
(6.7) -3*(^(O)3>m;)/o)+^7/w)/o=O in i3,
-3<(i4J/(0)3^o)+^pwJ.o=0 in i2,
5i/(0, -, d)wkHo+BHp(0)wPO
=^(0)-(5^(0, ･, 3)^0+5^(0)^0+5^(0)^,) on T,
5>(0, -, 9)^0+5^/(0, -, d)wkH0
=gP(Q)-(BP(0, x, d)vU+BPH{R, ･, 3)i&o+5MO)t&i) on T.
Theorem 3.1 guarantees the existence of wkH{) and idkP^H°°{Q), and using the
estimate of Theorem 3.1 implies that
(6.8) ＼＼wkm＼＼2+＼＼wUh―>0 as£->c≫.
Put ukHO=vkHO + wkHO and iiP0=vP0+wP0. Then ukH0 ukP0, vkH1^H%Q), /z|eC°°([0,T] ;
J7°°(^))and ^|gC°°([0, T] ;//"(D) (£=#, P) satisfying the compatibility con-
dition of order 0 of (N) such that ukHO-^uHo, upo―>uPO in HZ(Q), vkHl->uni in
H＼Q), hkE-^fE in i?2([0, T] ; 0) and £|―gE in i?2([0, T] ; T) (£=//, P) as
^^cxs. Put
(6.9) %kH2=h(0, x)+AW, x, 3)2^o+^(O, x, dWm + A'MO, x, d)ukPO;
vP1=A°P(0, x)-1 {frpR, x)+AK0, x, d)ukPO+APH(0, x, d)tikH0
+ APH(0, x, d)vkHl).
Let wkHi and wkPl be functions such that
(6.10) 5M0, x, d)wkH1=(dtgkH)(0, x)-{BlH(0, x, d)vkHl+ B°H(Q,x)ukH2
+ BHP(0, x)vPl+B)$l＼Q, x, d)ukH0





B&O, x, d)wP1=gP(Q, x)- {BP(0, x, d)vP1 + B°PH(0, x)ukH2
+ B1Ph{% x, d){vkHl+ wkHl)+ BP^{Q, x, 8)11%
+ £$#(0, x)(vkHi+ wkHi)+BPty($, x, d)uU on r
M)*P,lr=0, ||m;*p,II,<1/^.
The existence of wkH1 and wkPl(=H°°(Q)is assured by Lemma 3.8 of [6]. We
put ukH1=vkH1 + ivkHl,uU=vkPl + wkPu fkH{t, x) = fa(t, x)-A＼,{Q, x,dl)wkBl and
pP(f,
x)
= hp(t, x) ―APH(0, x, d^w^r + ApiO, x)wPl. Since w)^1|r=0, ukH0, ukHl, iip0, fkE and
gkE satisfy (6.4(0)). By the definition of fkH and fP, we see that ilkH2 and uPl
satisfy (6.5), and by (6.8) and (6.9) we know that (6.4(1)) and (6.6) are valid.
Therefore, these ukH0, ukin, u＼n, ukP0, ukPU fE and gkE {E=H, P) are required
approximations. M
Proof of Theorem 2.1. First, we assume that um^H (Q), uin<=H°°(Q),
uP0^H°°(Q),/£eC°°([0,T] ; H~(Q)) and g*eC~([0, T] ; //-(D) (E=H, P) satisfy
the compatibility condition of order 1 for problem (N). Put
?%{t, x)= fH(t, x)+2sj}vi(x)ddin.
Then uHo, uHu uPo, fEH, fP, gH and gP satisfy the compatibility condition of
order 1 for problem (N)£for 0<£<^l. Then, for s>0 by Theorems 4.13 and
4.14 we see that there exists a solution m£geX30([0,T] ;i2)xZ2il([0, T] ; Q) of
problem (N)£with initialdata uHo, uHl, UpQ and right members f% and gE (E =
H, P). Since
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Since the constant C is independent of s, the right-hand sice of (6.12) is inde-
pendent of s. Let us observe that ile―ws'satisfiesthe following equations:











where C is independent of s and e'. From (6.12),letting s and e'| 0 in (6.14),
we see that the right-hand-side of (6.14) tends to 0. Therefore {ue} is a
Cauchy sequence in E2([_0,T] ; Q), so that there exists a u=(uH, uP)<=E2(0, T] ; Q)
such that m£->m as e | 0 in £2([0,T] ; i2). The limit ii satisfies(N).
To remove the additional assumption, we use the approximation constructed
in Lemma 6.3: ukm, ukHU ukP0^H-{Q), /£eC°°([0,T] ; H^Q)) and ||gCb([0, T] ;
H°°(D)(E=H, P), which satisfy(6.3)-(6.6). Then, we already know that there
exists a uk = (ukH, up)(EE＼[_0,T~];Q) satisfying (N) with initial data ukm, ukHl,
up0 and right members fkE and gkE(E=H, P). Let us apply Theorem 6.2 with








From (6.6), it follows that the right-hand side of (6.15) tends to 0 as k and
k'-+oo. Therefore {ilk} is a Cauchy sequence in £2([0,T~＼;Q) so that there
exists a lmit u ―{uH, Wp)e£2([0, T]; Q) satisfying (N) with initial data j/fl0£
H＼Q), uHl^H＼Q), upozeH＼Q) and right members ]E&R%[Q, T] ; Q) and gE&
7?2([0,7] ;i2) (£=//, P). The uniqueness follows from (6.1). Hence the asser-
tion (1) in Theorem 2.1 has proved. (2.5)in Theorem 2.1 was already proved
as Theorem 6.1,and (2.6)in Theorem 2.1 can be obtained from (4.1)immediately,
which comoletes the oroof of Theorem 2.1 with n>2.
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Theorem 2.2 can be proved by Theorem 2.1in the same manner asin [[2]
p. 364-p. 367] or [[1], p. 604-p. 607]. ■
§7. Energy estimate for n=l.
When n=l, we may assume that Q=(Q, 1) or =R+ (= {xei2|x>0}). The case
that Q=(0, 1) can be reduced the case that Q=R+, so that we consider the
case that Q=R+, below. We can write the problem (N) as follows.
JlH(t)m=dmH(t)-dx(AmdxuH(t))-AmdxdtnH(t)
-AlHP{t)dxuP{t)=:fH{t) in [0, T-]XR+,
Jlpit^n^AKVdtUp^-diAmd^p^+AmdxUpit)
~APlH{t)d%tiH{t)-AP≪H{t)dxdtnH{t)=fp{t) in [0, T~]XR+,
^H(t)m = -A1I}(t)dxuH(t)+BMt)up(t)+B0HdtUH(t)
=gn(t) on [0, T],
<Bp(t)m = -AP＼t)dxlip(t)+BPiiP(t)+ BpH(t)dxtiH(t)
+BPH(t)dtuH(t)=gP(t) on [0, T],
uh(O)―uHo, dtuH(,0)=uHU Mp(0)=5P0 in R+.
Theorem 6.1 is a key to prove Theorem 2.1 for n^2. But, when n―1, we
replace Theorem 6.1 by the following theorem.
Theorem 7.1. Assume that (A.1)-(A.4) are valid. Then, there existsa con-
stant C = C(3i(l), T) such that
(7.1) ＼＼u(t)＼mc{＼＼D'uH(OW+＼＼uP(OW
for any u=(uH> Sp)gI"([O, T] ; fl)XZu([O, T] ; Q). Here, <AsH{t)[.u']=JlH{t)lu']
-2edxdtu, O^e^l.
By Theorem 7.1 we get Theorem 2.1 (3). Replacing Theorem 6.1 by Theo-
rem 7.1, we can prove Theorem 2.1 with n=l by the same argument as in §6.
Proof of Theorem 7.1. Calculate (jIh(O[m]+5oMj7, dtuH) and (<Jp(0[#], ≪p)
by iteration by parts and combine the resulting formulas, then we have
(7.2)
2 dtV
Linear Hyperbolic ParabolicCoupled System
dtuH(tW+(AmdxuH(t),dxu(t))+80＼＼uH(tW+(Amup(t), uP{t))
+ j＼＼dxuP(tW+(B°jAt, O)+jA%(t, O))dtuH(t, O)-dtuH(t, 0)
£ 2 UE{t){.u-]V+C{3i{l), d^iWdtuUtW+WuHdWi+WupitW
E=H,P
+ C{3t{l))(＼tiP(t,mDluH(t, 0)| + |2^, 0)|2)
+ ＼<BH{t)[_u-]＼x^＼＼dtuH(t,0)＼+ ＼<Bp(t)[ul＼x=0＼＼uP(t,0)|.
Calculating (Jin(t)＼'u'].drUn) bv integration bv parts, we have
(7.3) jt{(dtun{t),dxuH(t))-j(AmdxUH(t＼ dxun(t))}
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+ -~A$(t, V)dxuH(t, O)-dxuH(.t,Q)+ j＼dtuH(t, 0)|2
<＼＼jiH(t)m＼＼2+c(Mi)){＼＼uH(t)＼＼n＼＼dxuP(t)＼＼＼＼dxuH(t)＼＼}-








+ C(JK(1), 8U a){＼＼dtZB(t)＼＼%+＼＼Zn(tWi+＼＼ZAt)＼＼%}-
Here we have used that
(7.5) ＼u(t,W^C＼＼dxu(t)＼＼＼＼m＼＼･
Applying Gronwali's inequality to (7.4) and taking <r>0 sufficientlysmall, we
have (7.1)in the case that e=0. When 0<e^l, by the same argument we can
prove the theorem.
Theorem 2.2 with n = l can be proved by Theorem 2.1 in the same manner
as in [T21, d. 364-p. 3671 or mi, P. 604-p. 6071, too.
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